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(a) The purpose of this paper is to provide a representation of the 
occupation field and of its renormalized powers in a suitable Fock space. It 
develops an attempt made in [9] (which had been inspired by [ 111 and a 
comparison between [2] and [ 121). The main progress here lies in the 
representation of the renormalized powers of the occupation field for the 
two-dimensional Brownian motion. 
These renormalized powers have been defined by Dynkin [3,4] 
extending a result of Varadhan [14]. They are related to multiple self- 
intersections of Brownian paths. A review of this subject is made in [4], 
including papers by Dynkin, J. Rosen, Yor, and Le Gall. 
The Fock space we use contains Bose fields @,, $X and Fermi fields 
$,, 4, associated with the Green function of the process. Functionals of 
the occupation field L, = fb 6,(X,) ds can be represented in the Fock space 
by the same functionals applied to $,c$, + 1,5,$~ =1,. 
We show that the renormalized powers of L, can be represented by 
Wick powers of I,. Actually, in two dimensions, the convergence of 
polynomials of the regularized occupation field can be proved quite 
naturally by lifting the problem to the Fock space. 
In [3], Dynkin had already used the connection between gaussian fields 
and occupation fields. It seems that Fermi fields are needed to get a 
representation allowing one to lift all computations involving occupation 
fields to the! Fock space. 
Most of the algebraic tools used here are standard in quantum field 
theory, and are often presented in a more operator-theoretical form. We 
have tried to give a self-contained approach, inspired in some parts by 
CL 5, 131. 
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(b) Before starting the construction of the Fock space, let us explain, on 
an elementary example, how the occupation field can be represented in the 
Fock space. 
Let P, be the transition matrix of a symmetric Markov chain on 
( 1, 2, .“, d} (Pq = P,,). Set A = (I- P). Assume 0 -K xi P, < 1. Set A - ’ = G. 
Let P, be the semi-group eMrA. 
Let p,b be the law of the Markov bridge between a and b: it is a 
Markov process with exponential holding times and semi-group 
Q,(i,j) = G;‘P,(i,j) Gib, starting at a. 
For each path w with lifetime [, set &(o) = 16 1 1oC,j= ij dt. 
Let 3 be the space of differential forms on KY”, with polynomial coef- 
ficients. 
The coordinates of (W2d will be denoted (ql, q2, . . . . qd, pl, . . . . pd). 
Set .~=A@A, G=G~G. 
Set (r = C A, dqi A dp,, y = (1/(27r)d) exp( -4 ,!Y A,(pjpj+ qiqj)), 
Zj= (qj + ipi)l& $i=dqi, $i=dpi, 
ni=+(qf+pf)-&i~ dpi=IZi12+$i$i. 
For any o E 5, set E(o) = f Rue A v with v=y(l+a+ ... +aAd/d!). If 
w is a function, E(o) is its integral by the gaussian measure of covariance 
G. 
If ( ., .) denotes the usual De Rham scalar product induced by the metric 
A”, we have E(o) = (w, v). 
Indeed (01,w2)=~o, A *02=j*-‘w1 A w2 and *~“~/p!=o~(~-~)/ 
(d-p)! implies *v = v. 
We have the following formula: For any polynomial P(X,, . . . . X,) 
su,b(p(h, ...Y Ld)) = E(Z,ZbP(&, . . . . Ad)) 
= E(+,$bp(IzI,-., Ad))r with c,, b = G,, E,, b. 
P(J- 1, . . . . Ad) should be understood in terms of exterior product. By Taylor 
formula, 
P(J. ’ 1 . . . . nn)=f C a”,,,....iP(Izj12)ll/s~i,“‘~i,lCli,. 
0 i*-ci*< -cik 
(More general formulas can be given: for example, 
E(Z,,&,, . ” &,,i?b,P(&, . . . . 1,)) = 1 J P(Lly ...) Ld) fi pq, b,(jdaj) 
aeG, ,j= 1 
with Li = Li(ol) + . .. + Li(om); cf. [9].) 
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The proof of this formula is elementary. We shall give it later in a more 
general framework. In [9], we gave an application to the computation of 
laws of local times. 
To generalize these results to more general Markov processes, we need 
to use a space of “infinite-dimensional differential forms,” namely the Fock 
space. Before defining it, it is useful to exhibit the “Fock space structure” of 
5. For any w, ,UE~ set b,w=*(*-‘w A p). 
If p is of degree 1, b,o= +i,~w (interior product). Note that 
(b,Wl9 w2) = J * -~w,ApAw*=(w,,pAw*). 
Set N(o) = C,” (b;/p!) 0 and N~‘w=C~(-l)P(b~/~!)o. Since 
(Nwl,wJ=(q,(l+~+ ... + d/d!) A 01~) we get E(w) = (N(o), y). We 
have also N-‘oN=NoN-‘=I. b,N=Nb,. 
We define the Fock scalar product on iJ by (o,, 02) = (yN(o,), N(oz)). 
Note that E(w) = (w, 1). 
Let w + ~3 be the involution on 3 defined by qi = dpi, qi= dqi, 
F(q, p) = F(q, p) (if F is real), o1 A o2 = 5,~ A G1. 
If p is a one-form, define 3~ = b,o = i,,yr. 
Note that 3dqi = -dqi, cidp, = +dpi. 
Let us compute the adjoint b,* of b, for the Fock scalar product: 
@:w,,w2)= (~,,b~wz)=(yN(wl),Nb~wz)=(yN(w,), b,Nwz) 
= ()y A NW,, Nw2)= (N-‘(p A NW,), w2). 
But bp,(p A co) =p A b;w +pbP,-‘b,,w. Indeed, 
(bob A wd,w2)=(%bp(~ A WZ))=(WI,~~ A w,)+(w,, CT A b,w,) 
= (b,p,, 02)+ (P A b,w, 02). 
Hence 
N(p A co) = p A N(w) + N(b,,w), 
N-‘(p A w) = p A N-‘(w) - N-‘(b,,o) 
b,*w=N-‘(p A Nw)=p A w-b,,w 
and 
p A w=b,*w+bDPw. 
Moreover one checks easily that b,*b, + b,b,* = i,cv = &,u for any couple of 
l-forms (p, v) (in particular Lb,,, bzj] + = [bGi, b&] + = 6, and 
[beib,fj] + = [b$,bJ,] + = 0). Hence Lb,*, b,] + = (p, v). Most of the results 
presented in that paper have been announced in [lo]. 
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I. GENERALITIES ON THE FOCK SPACE 
1. Wick product 
Let H be a real Hilbert space. Let us denote HO” (H h “) the nth sym- 
metric (antisymmetric) Hilbert tensor power of H. Those are Hilbert spaces 
with norms defined by 
lx, 0 x2 .. .0Xnl12= C fi (Xi,X,i)=Per((Xi, Xj)) 
oeG,l=l 
n 
))x, A x2 . . . A Xn)12= 1 E(O) n (xi,x,i)=det((xi,~~,)). 
oEBn i= 1 
Let H; be the Hilbert tensor product Ho”@ H * m. 
Let us denote $O”, !4j A m, sj; as the uncompleted tensor products. 
Finally, let W be the algebraic sum of all H”, . W shall be referred to as 
the Fock space associated with H. 
Set $= @$j;. If uEH; set deg(U)=n+m. 
If ZI=aiObiraiE80”‘,biEIj”m,, i= 1,2, set Z, *ZZ=a, Oa,@ 
b, A bZ. The product * extends by linearity and continuity to W, so that 
(W, *) is an algebra. We call * the Wick product. 
N.B. The extension by continuity has to be done for each degree, i.e., on 
each pair H;, H$, so that H; * Hz. E H;yi,. 
H; has a natural imbedding into H’s’R@ H@” and u * v coincides with 
(n! n’! m! m’! (n+m)! (~‘+Pz’)!))“~ S(u@v), S being the tensor product 
of the symmetrizing operator on H@“+“’ and the antisymmetrizing 
operator on HBm+““. 
For each x E H, let a: (b,*) be the bosonic (fermionic) creation operator 
associated with x: For any z E HI, a,*Z = (x @ 1) * Z and b,* Z = (1 @ x) * Z. 
Let Na (Nr) be the bosonic (fermionic) number operator: NaZ = nZ and 
N,Z=mZ if ZEH;. 
Set Ed = ( - 1)“” and, for all z E W, E(z) = (1, z). 
2. Field operators 
Let us now assume that H = KOjK, where j is an involution of H: j’ = 1. 
Set Hi: : = ek 0 (jK)o’ @ K h p A (jK) h 9. Then 
H”,= @ HE:;. 
k+/=?l 
jJ+p=m 
Define an involution J on W by Jz = ( - 1 )pz if z E Hi; k. For any operator 
A, set A= 3A*J. 
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Finally, define the field operators indexed by K: 
Gr=az+ajp and !Pg=b,*+bjp. 
S5,=dJ,* but pfl=b,$-bp, !PP and P,, are bounded. The operators 
(@jP, QP, p E K} commute but the { !PP, PP, p E K} anticommute with each 
other. 
3. The Wiener-Grassmann Product 
Set dti=p@l=@,l and $,=l@~=Y~l. There exists on W an 
involution u --) U such that 
(Decompose u on a basis formed of Wick products of 4,i, 4,i, *,i, $,,, 
(ei, iE N} being a basis of K, to show existence and uniqueness.) 
hOPOSITION 1. There exists an associative product on W uniquely 
defined by the following properties. 
(a) Foreveryp~K,andu~W,~~~=@~u,~,,u=&,$,,u=Y,,u,and 
i&u= !Pp. 
Moreover it verifies: 
(b) For any U,VEW, ~=iYi and E(tiv)=E(Ou)= (.Ju, v}. 
ProoJ: Let a be the algebra generated by the operators @,,, YP, g,,, p,, 
p E K. Let a + (a-) be the subspace of elements of a which can be written as 
a linear combination of monomials containing an even (odd) number of 
fermionic factors (i.e., operators PP or pP, ,u E K). 
Clearly a=a+ +a-. Moreover, a+ na-=0 since a* ~a’=(by 
definition) (A E a, +A+ = fA} and 6+ n ti- = (0). Hence a* = ii* and 
a=a+@a-. 
For any AEa, set Al =17(A). 
We can check, by recurrence on their degree, that all elements in !rj 
belong to IT(a). 
Define W* = {uEW, eru= +u}. Then fl(a*)cI-O* and W+OW-=W. 
Let us.!irst show that for any Z7(.4) and 17(B) E 9, the product n(A) 17(B) 
can be defined.without ambiguity by I;I(AB). 
Given A E a denote A + + A - its decomposition into a+ and a-. Since 
W + and W - are orthogonai, A * 1 is the projection of Al on W *. Hence if 
Cl =A1 and Bl =Dl, C*l =A*1 and D*l =B*l. Moreover 
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ABl=A+B+l+A-B-1+4-B+l+A+Fl 
=A+D+lSA-D-1+/t-D+l+A+D-1 
=D+A+l-D-A-l+D+.441+D-A+1 
=D+c+1-D-c-1+D-c+1+D-c+1 
= CD1, 
where we used the fact that elements of a+ commute with a and elements 
of a- anticommute with each other. 
The product thereby defined on fi can be extended to W by continuity. 
To check this, we need a more explicit form of the Wiener-Grassmann 
product in terms of the Wick product. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any u, u E W, uu = CF=“,U hdegv (l/p!) y&u, u), with 
y,,(u, u) = u * u and yP + ,(u, u) = Tr(T,(u, u)), setting 
Proof. We shall assume at first that u and u belong to 5. By recurrence 
on deg(u) + deg(u), it is enough to prove the property-for (rj,u, u), (c$,u, u), 
(I(l,u, u), and ($,u, u) assuming it holds for (u, u). 
LEMMA 1. 
Yp(l,Uv 0) = 4pYpb4 u) - Yph q?) +PYp- I(% q4 
Yp(4p", ') =tipYp('Y u) -Yp(W u,u") +PYp- I(4 ujp") 
YpbfQ4 0) = GJ$(U? u) + Yp(w4 b,4 -PY,.. I(%% b,u) 
Yp($ph u)=$pYp(“9 u)-Yp(EFU9 6jflu) +PYp- lCEFU, 6jpu). 
Then q6puu=Qp~~ (l/p!)y,(u,u)=C (l/p!)y,(qS,, u) (since theother terms 
cancel). The same argument works for $,u, Ql,u, and J/,u and the proposition 
is proved. 
Proof of the Lemma. The identities are proved by recurrence on p. 
Note first that 4, u * u = 4,(u * u) - u * u,u (p = 0) (since u,(u * u) = 
a,u*u+u*u,u). 
Let ei be an orthonormal basis of K. 
Yp+ lC4p”P u)=C CYp(“e,4pUY uje,“) + Yp(“je,4jduY ue,“) 
-Yp(begEF4pU9 6jetu) + Yp(6je,EF4flu, bfr,u)l. 
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We apply the recurrence assumption after transferring Jfi to the left of the 
annihilators, using commutation relations 
= Yp(U, a,o) + 4&7+ ,(u, u) + .qDp(a,,u, a,aje,O) 
+Dp(aje,Uy apa,v)-Dp(bei+u, a,bje,v) 
+ Dp(bjc;EFU, apb,v)) with D, = -yP +pyP-, 
=hJp+l(K +Yp+l( u,a,u)+(p+l)y,(u,a,o). 
(since a, commute with every annihilator). The same proof works for #,,. 
Wehavealso~,u*v=~,(u*u)+EFU*bpu,(sinceb,(u*u)=b,u*o+ 
i+u * b,u). 
-Yp(beiEF$hU, bjeiu) +Yp(bjeiEFfiGU, be,v) 
+ Dp(aje,uT b,a,,u) - Dp(EFbpi&FU, b,bje,v) 
+ Dp(EFbje,EFU, bpbe,o)). 
The two last terms are equal to 
-Dp(be,EF(EFU), bje,(bpo)) + Dp(bje,EF(&FU), b,(bpu)). 
Hence 
up+ ~(ll;,u, o)= $,r,+ I(W 0) + yp+ I(-+u, b,A 
-(P+ l)~,(w,b,o). 
The same proof works for $,,. 
It follows from this expression that for every integer n there exists C, > 0, 
such that if deg(u) and deg( u) are smaller than n, ))~a)) <C, )/uI~ Ilvll. (As we 
noticed before, such a formula exists for u * o. One can elaborate on the 
well-known inequality Ci, ,(cj CUCjk)* < (C Cc)’ to majorize the contrac- 
ted terms yp(u, v).) 
This allows the extension by continuity of the Wiener-Grassmann 
product to I-I. Proposition 2 can now be proved for general u and U. To 
show that z= E it is enough to take u = #II, 4p, $,, or +,. 
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We can also show that for every A E a, n = 61. Finally, we show that 
( Ju, v) = E(k) by recurrence on the degree of II. For example, 
Remarks. If we set U* =s, E(u* v)= (u, v). 
Let Z,(w) be a complex gaussian field indexed by K, with covariance 
E(Z,Z,) = (p, v), defined on a probability space (52, ‘%, P). Recall there is 
a natural isometry Z from Ker(N,) into L*(P), defined by 
E(U) = E( Z( u)). Z( 6) = Z(u) and Z( uv) = Z(u) Z(v). This gaussian represen- 
tation is especially helpful for intuition and computations. 
4. Some Formulas 
(a) For any p,, . . . . A,, ~1, .. . . v, E: K E(exp(X1 $,,$J) = det(Z+ M) 
with M, = (pi, v,). Indeed, 
= <34,, * .-.* $pp’ vk, * ...* tjYp)=det(MV, i,j<p) 
and we get the required identity by developing both members. Moreover, 
for small E, 
* (-&)k =E(e-“~~Z&n)= 1 +I - c 
k! i,,;2...rk 
Per(M,, r,,j, I< k). 
1 
580/X0.,-7 
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But this last expression is equal to’ det(l+sM)-‘. 
(b) For any x,, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . ~,EK 
. . . k, ‘J.h . ’ . = det(C) det( ( C-‘xi, yj)), 
where C is the operator Cx = x -t E C;=, (pi, x) vi and 
E(Z,, . . . z,zym . .. Z ),, e-z~zfiizvi) = Per((C-‘xi, rj)) det(C)-‘. 
ProoJ: For any x, y, ZEK, set x@y*(z)= (y, z) x. For each t>O, 
We get the first identity by taking the coefficient of t” in both members. In 
a similar way, the second identity is obtained by taking the coefficient of 
t,t,.-.t, in 
E(e-~*“Zx;‘.~,-EZ~,Zyj) =&-‘(I+ C-‘(C t,x,@y,?)) det C-‘. 
(c) To each finite rank operator a = CT xi@yF on K, we can 
associate an element of I-U, 
‘Set C=&((‘M+M)/2), B=&((M-“M)/2). Let x,, . . . . x,,y,, . . . . y,, be 2n independent 
normal variables. Set Z, = xj+ iy,. Set x’= (I+ C)“*x and y’= (I+ C)“*y. (For small E, 
I + C > 0.) The series of permanents equals 
1 =- 
det(Z+ C) I 
e - ‘.‘X’,? - ‘“‘“‘,I + 1 b’ll”’ dx’ dy’ with B’= (I+ C)-‘I* B(Z+ C)-“z 
1 =- 
det(Z+ C) I 
,+‘qByx72 ,-‘X’x’/* dx’ 
= det(Z+ C)-‘(det(Z- (B’)*))‘/’ 
=det(Z+ C)-‘I* det(Z+ B’)-’ det(Z+ C)-‘I* (since det(Z+B)=det(Z-B)) 
=det(Z+M)-I. 
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Since ll&l12=2 lICXiOYil12,~~ this representation extends to the Hilbert 
tensor product KC-3 K, i.e., the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on K. 
For any CC,, CQ, . . . . I.x,,EKOK,X,~EK 
=,FG (Y, a,,oa,2... oaonxx). 
n 
It is enough to take ai = /Ii@ v,? . 
The lirst identity is obtained by taking the coefficient of t, tz . . . t, in the 
expansions of both members of the identity 
A more general formula can be given but we shall not use it in the sequel 
(cf. 191). 
(d) Set 2 = d,, * 4,; * . . . * 4, * q$,;, x,, xi f K. Denote Zi the same 
product without the factor c$,, * $,;, and Z, the same product without the 
factors 4 r;, * 6,; and 4.X, * 4,. 
and 
+(Y,Y’)Z+C(Y,X:)~~,*~,,*z;+C(xi,Y’)(x:,Y)zi 
I 1 
+ c <Xi, Y’ >($9 Y > 4,; * h, * z;;. 
i#i 
In the same way, if Z= 6,; * +,, * . . . % 1,3~:, % qX,, 
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-C Cxi9 Y’>Cx:9 Y> zi 
+ c (x:,Y)(xj,Y’)~x;**xi*zii. 
i#i 
Hence, if Z=1,,,,; * . ..* A,,,~, 
+ c (Xi, Y’><Y, x;> L,,,; * z, 
i#j 
and more generally, if Z = A,, * . . . ,$,, and /I E K@ K, 
~,Z=I,*Z+C(I,.,*Zi+A,.,*zi)+C A,,o~o~,*Zij. 
I i#j 
(e) The last three terms are obtained by “linking” 2, to one or two 
terms of Z, in all possible ways. Hence, by recurrence, &,A,, . .. A,” is 
obtained by adding to A,, * A,, . . . * Ad, all *products obtained by linking 
together some of its terms. 
It can be written C;= i (l/m!) &, ,_,, K,,,E F. I(K,) * I1(K,) .. - * A(&) with 
VI 9 K2 ..-K,}E!@ if and only if UKi=(a,~~-a,},Ki#12(, and 
KinKi=@ if i#j, and A(K)=C,,o~~8.,.B0,...~B.k if K=(fil,fiz.e./.lk}. 
(f) It is also clear from (d) that the nth Wick power A;&, of AxBx 
can be written in the form P;(A,,,) with cr= (x, x) and P; defined by the 
recurrence relations P; = 1, P?(X) = X; 
XP,"(X)=P,"+,(X)+2noP,"~,(X)+a%l(n-- 1) P;-2(x). 
It shows that P, is related to the Laguerre polynomial L!-') by the relation 
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P:(X) = (-0)” n! LLp’)(X/o). From their generating function we get, for 
ItI < 1, the identity 
c (-t)“a-” n! p,b(X)=e-w”‘l-“. 
The relation with Laguerre polynomials appears also from the 
orthogonality between the A:,, . 
In the decomposition P,“(AxBx 1 = cw~x~x) - ~mhm + 
P,“‘(d,$,) $., * rc/x, the two terms are also orthogonal. Hence the P,“’ 
and the P;-oP;’ are orthogonal polynomials for CJ ml e-‘jO dt and 
PC - BP;’ = (l/(n + 1)) P;I, 1 =(-u)” n! Lz(ja). For ItI < 1, the series 
C(( - t)” aeH/n!) A:bx converges in W (since (1 A:,, 11 = J3 on n ! ). 
From the generating function, we have P;(X) = C; b;, m x”. with b;, m = 
( -a)“-m(n!/m!) Cy-11 . If a; m is the inverse matrix, x” = C; a,,,P;(X). 
Set QV) = C1 a,, m x”. C;” (a-“/n!) Q”(X) t” = ex”Oc’ ‘) and a;, m = 
a”-m(n!/m!) C;:,‘. 
II. REPRESENTATION OF THE OCCUPATION FIELD 
1. Framework 
Let E be a 1.c.d. space and m a a-finite positive measure on E. Let P, be 
an m-symmetric semi-group associated with a regular Dirichlet form (e, (5) 
(cf. [6]) on L2(E, m). We shall assume that the potential operator G is 
defined and maps L’(m) into L2(m). 
Let 9JI be the space of finite energy positive measures on E, with 
bounded potential. For every p E 93, Pj”)(x, dy) = (Gp( y)/Gp(x)) P,(x, dy) 
is a semi-group associated with the energy form e’fl’(f, f) = e(fGp,fGp) 
defined on {J;fGp~@i imbedded in L*((Gp)*m). 
Since it is also a regular Dirichlet space, for each initial distribution a 
charging no polar set a measure IP~) is defined on the set Q of right 
continuous paths with left limits and finite lifetime, by 
Moreover, quasi left continuity and strong Markov property are verified. 
If v E W and s dv Gp = j dp Gv = 1, we shall denote P, y the probability 
Pp) for a = Gp . v and call it the Markov bridge between ~1 and v associated 
with e. 
If p denoted the time reversal operator X&O) = X,, _ ,) _ (w), we have 
P fl. Y = PPV, p. 
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These measures already appear in the works of Dynkin [3,4] and are 
related to the theory of /z-processes. We shall denote by K the dual of the 
Dirichlet space with includes the measures of finite energy J dp G,u = (p, p) 
and apply the results of the first part. In fact, we shall consider two special 
situations. 
The first one (the easiest) is the case where there are no polar sets, i.e., 
Dirac measures have finite energy. It covers one-dimensional diffusions and 
reversible processes on countable spaces. The second one is essentially the 
two-dimensional Brownian motion, for which renormalization problems 
occur. 
2. Local Times 
We assume in this section that for every XE E, the Dirac measure E, has 
finite energy. The Green function G,&,(y) = GasI is denoted g,(x, y) 
(with g, = g). 
Let Lf be the additive functional associated with E, (the local time at x). 
EY(S6 e -‘“dL;) = g,(x, y). 
Set Lf= Lx. Denote 4,, by 4,, ti,, by ICI,, and kxBsx by 4. 
LEMMA 11.1. For every p, v E )m, such that (p, v) = 1, and 
x1, x2, .*., X"EE, 
Ep, vU-'(L, 7 Lxp --+p LJ = E(QthP(L ...T L)) 
= W,~vP(~,,, . . . . LJ) 
for any polynomial P(X, , . . . . X,). 
Proof. It is enough to take P(X, . . . X,) = X,X, .d . X,. 
E,,,L, Lx, .. . LJ = c OSG. 1 Ic W) v(h) dx, x,, 1 dx,, 7 ~2) 
. ..g(x.,,y)=E(J/,~,I,,...A,) (see Section 1.4(c)). 
See [9] for a more general result involving several independent paths. In 
[9], we gave an application of this formula to the calculation of the law of 
Lf for a two-point process. 
3. Application: Expansion of 1 (TX< oDj 
Let x be a point in E and TX be the hitting time of x. Set D = g(x, x). 
Since for 1tJ < 1, x; (( - z/o)“/n !) Azn converges in A (see Section 1.4(f)), 
CF (( - t/a)“/n !) P;(L”) converges in L2(P, ,). Indeed, 
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We call L” the occupation field and P,“(L”) the nth renormalized power of 
the occupation field. 
But for all X> 0, C;(( - f/a)“!) P;(X) converges towards e m’x’a(‘-“, 
which identifies the limit as e-’ ‘~~(l -‘I. 
On the other hand, I- e -’ ‘J~(’ -‘) converges, as t t 1, towards 
1 {L,>O) = l{T,ico) a.s. and in L*(P, ,). 
Let V, be the subspace of L*(P,, ,) spanned by 1, L", . . . . (Lx)". U,, V,, is 
dense in L'(P,, “). Let I7, be the projection on V, in L*(P, ,), 
I7,( 1 i T, 4 m ,) converges towards br in L*( P,, “). Moreover 
nv~(l{Tx<m))=~imt~l nvn(l -em 
rL,/o(l-t);ml 
To compute this expression, let us orthogonalize the polynomials P; in 
L2(P,. ,), by using the A, representation. Set Q, = P; = 1, Q,, ,(L") = 
P, + ,(L”) - ZI, P, + ,(L"). Q, is the orthogonalized system. 
For n 2 1, since P;(1,)=1,*"= (4, * A)*n + nS.x * '4, * (4, * 4.J*("- '), 
E, JPn(L.J f',(L)) = W,$d:" Cm) 
=o ifm<n- 1 
=n((n- 1)!)2 u*+‘)A if m=n-1 
with A = g + E($,$y$,#,) = Gp(x) Gv(x) and it equals 
Hence 
n PPISL”) =- c nv,pn+ ,(L) , m!(-a)" -(n+l)!(-a)“+” 
We shall denote the last term by R,, 
n, p,+, an+,Qn 
R”=(n+l)!(-o)“+‘=(n+l)!(-O)“+” Ro= -A/a. 
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Set Qn=~~L,,P,,B,,=l. Since Q,+,=P,+,-17,P,+,=P,+,- 
@“+I Qm 
P n+1,m=- %+lPn,m for m,<n. 
In particular fi,, O = -A. 
Set 
k _ IIQAI kz+,= 1 _ (Pn+JQ2 IIPn II2 -. 
* - IIP, II llQ~l1211~~+,l/2=1-a~+1knZll~~+,l12~ 
In particular since k,, = 1, kf = 1 - A/20. 
For n> 1, 
a 
(n+l)(n!)2d2nA (n+l)a 
n+‘=2k3n!)2cr2”-‘A= 2k; 
and 
Note that A/a = E, .( TX < <), which we shall denote by p. Then 
For rn> 1, 
%+1 -1 
Y m~“=(m+1)!(-a)m+‘=2k~m!(-o)” 
YO,O=&= -P. 
For n3mm, 
Yn+l,= CL+2 1 
Y n, m (n+2)crz2k,2,,’ 
If p= 1, kE=$ for all n, and Y,,+,,~ =ym,,, = - l/(m)!( -a)“; hence 
~,(l,,<,,)= 1, which we had to find. 
Ifp< 1, 
Y ~,m=m!(~~),(2~-m,1kZ...k~)-’ 
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and 
yn,O= -p(2V+.kj;)-‘. 
Set U, = k,k, . ..k.,,U,=l, and U,=l-p/2. Then Unfl=Un-Unp,/4, 
and U,=((l-p)n+1)2-“. Hence, 
&O(l,,<,,)=((l-P)n+l)-l 
( 
P-$(l(-J$;~)P:(LX) . 
1 
If p < 1 the coefficient of P; converges toward - l/( -0)“’ m ! and the con- 
stant term towards 0. This result should be compared with [8]. It could be 
obtained without using the Fock representation. 
4. Two-Dimensional Occupation Field 
Although the same method would work in a slightly more general 
framework, we shall treat the case of Brownian motion on R2, or on a 
compact two-dimensional Riemannian manifold, killed at a constant 
exponential rate. 
The Green function g(x, y) and the heat kernel p,(x, y) are those 
associated with the killed process. For R2, g(x, y)=g(Ix-yl). 
where E,,, is the law of the Brownian bridge of exponential lifetime, 
between x and y. 
We denote the Riemannian volume by dx. 
As before, K will be the space of distributions of finite energy (i.e., HP ‘). 
Set P-:(Y) = p,(x, Y), 4; = 4,;, ti: = ti,;, and 2: = GM + 4: II/: = $+,:. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let p be a positive measure such that e,(p) = 
jjg(x, Y)~” p(dx) p(dy)< 00. Then S p(dx)(,l:)*” converges in W as t JO 
towards a limit denoted j A,*” p(dx). 
Proof. Assume p is finite. Since Il(J.:)*“II’ =2(n!)2g2,(x, x) with 
g,(x, y) = jpl(x, z) g(z, y) dz, K, = j p(dx) (J:)*fl is well defined and 
Il~,(xNl* = 2(n!12 j gdx, Y)‘” cL(dxx) A&) de,(p). 
To show that K, converges weakly, it is enough to show that for 
any ply . . . . /.b being positive measures of finite energy, and 
z=A Icl@Pl * . . . * &@&L”’ (K,, z) converges. But it clearly increases towards 
2(n!)2 1 p(dx) l-I;= I G:,(x) < (e,(p))“’ 11~11. Denote by K, the limit. 
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l[K,, /I* < e,(p). Moreover, (KJV K> = m !)’ j k,(xv Y))*” Adx) AdY) 
increases as f J 0 towards e,(p), and hence, I]&, [I2 2 2(n !)* J g2,(x, y)*” 
I I, so we have in fact strong convergence. 
If ,u is infinite we can truncate it and use again monotone convergence. 
We still have (K,, z) = 2(n !)’ j I n; G:,(x). For n = 1 the above 
argument shows that as soon as J g(x, y)* ,u(dx) I < co, the bimeasure 
I s,(dx’) extends into an element jj of KOK. 1, = j A,p(cIIx). From 
Lemma 11.1, we have: 
LEMMA 11.3. Let p,, ,u,, . . . . p, be positive measures of finite energy and 
A’ ,..., A” the associated additive functionals. For every ,u, v E ‘93, such that 
(PY v> = 1, 
E,, .(A: -A;)=+@&,). 
5. Renormalized Powers of the Occupation Field in Two Dimensions 
Assume we are given a family of regularizing kernels v;(dy) such that: 
(Al) For every integer n, 3C, > 0 such that 
sup J g( y, z)” v”,(dz) ,< C, I Log EI “. x9 Y 
(A2) For any bounded set B there is C, > 0 such that 
5 (g(xy )-da, b)J2 v:(dx) WY) l,&) l,(b) da db 
and 
I (Ax, b) -da, b)12 vi(dx) lh) ldb) da db 
are smaller than C,e* /Log E (. 
In R*, these assumptions are verified, for example, by ~4; = o:(dy), the 
normalized Lebesgue measure on the circle of center x and radius&. 
f (Log(lU+&l)-Log(lUl))*dU IUICR 
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yields (A2) and 
sup I 217 (Log(e2 + 2rs cos 0 + r2)In d0 T<2& 0 
= sup I ** jLog(l+2cos8r+r2)+2LogsJ”d0 r<2 0 
yields (Al). 
Convolution by resealed smooth densities also verifies the assumptions. 
Let V(x) be a bounded function with compact support B. j n,*n V(x) dx is 
well defined as we have seen above. 
Set AE, = &,. For every n, II( (I is uniformly bounded so that the 
integral j I/(x)(/l”,)” dx is also well defined. Moreover 
(A:)~=C$~ +,,,C +k --n ,fj, ~,,:,ok (cf. Section We)). 
m 1 m- 
For k > 1, [v’“,] L’k is represented by the bimeasure f$ “( y, y’) v:(dy) v”,(dy’) 
with r2,,c(y, y’) = g(y, y’) and 
k-2 
xl)g(xl,x2).‘.g(xk-2,~‘) n “E,(dXkh for k>2. 
I 
We set y$ ’ = j r$&( y, y’) v;(dy) v:(dy’) for k > 1, y,:” = 1, and 
wx,=$k + ,,c,, 
I m 
k,#O 
In particular, if VE, = at, ~2” = crck- *I, and ~12” = u:, m = ~“-~(n !/m !) C~Z,’ , 
being the inverse of the capacity of the sphere of radius E. 
By (Al), for some C>O, a;~m<CILog&l”-m. 
LEMMA 11.4. For some C > 0 and N > 0, 
(A;)” V(x)dx-ijd:” V(x)a;~“(x)dx ‘<CILogcINs IlVll2, 
1 II 
(C depending only on n and B and N depending only on n). 
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Proof: By triangle inequality, the norm is smaller than 
The square of each norm occuring in this finite sum is a sum of terms of the 
form 
* 
N 
Q AXi Yoi) tT(X:, y:i) - 2 9 g(Xi9 b) g(Xiy b) + g(& b)‘“] 
dP = n Vz(dXi) Ex,(dX:) VE(dyi) Eyi(dyi) fl vi(dxj) vz(dxj) 
i, k,= 1 j, kj > 1 
X VE(dyi) vi(dy:) V(U) V(b) da db. 
By (Al), for any p, terms like g(x,,y,), g(xi, b), r$*&(xi, xi) are 
uniformly bounded in LP(p) by a power of 1Log ~1. 
BY (A2), IIdXi, Yj) -da, ~)112, Ilg(xi, b) -g(a, b)ll2 are smaller than 
&,sILogel so we can conclude by triangle and Holder inequalities. 
Let &” denote the inverse matrix of a: m. Since p:“, .like a:m, has 
only logarithmic divergence of order [Log &In-“‘, 
is also smaller than C.sl Logs1 N for some constants C and N. Hence we have 
shown the 
THEOREM. C; j /?: “( Y)(A~‘)~ V(y) dy conoerges in W towards 
j&Y V(Y) dy. 
N.B. If ~4, = o:, /?? m = 6;. m = ( - ~)“-~(n !/m !) C;:: (cf. Section 1.4( f )). 
COROLLARY. ISA&" denotes the additive functional associated with v;, 
j C B:“(x) AFX V(x)dx converges in L’(P, ,) towards a limit L@)(V). For 
any polynomial P, E,,, ,(P(L”“( V)) = E($, $y P(j AT” V(y) dy)). 
It follows from the above theorem and Lemma 11.3. L(“)(V) generalizes 
J Pr’(L”) V(x) dx (d f e me d in the case where points are not polar). 
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APPENDIX: THE CLIFFORD PRODUCT 
To develop this theory further, it might be useful to introduce the Clif- 
ford structure, so that techniques of non-commutative integration could be 
applied (cf., for example, [7]). 
A third product that we can call the Wiener-Clifford product and denote 
by 0 can be defined on W. It has the following characteristic properties: 
- It is associative. 
- 4poa=q5,,a, qT,,oa=q5,a,~,~a=~,a, and t+6~a=[bjp+b~]a=Y~a. 
In particular ~p~~y+~y~~~=2(~, v). 
It has the following properties: For any a, /I E W, q= 80 Cc, 
E(a ofi) = E(flo a) (E is a trace), and E(a 06) = (a, /I). Moreover, 
a 0 /I = t: [l/p!) k,(a, fi) with ko(a, /?) = a/l and 
k,+ Aa, B) = C 2kp(Edje,ay b,P) 
and 
Cp + da, PI = 1 2Cp(&djp,a, b,B). 
The proof goes as follows. Let 6 be the algebra of operators defined on W 
generated by (@,, Yi/,, p E K} and their adjoints. It is well known and easy 
to check that for any A, BE 6, (1, ABl) = (1, BAl). Moreover, 
43 = (Al, A E 6 }. Hence Al = 0 implies A = 0 on W. The operator product 
on 6 can be transported to $j. We have A*1 =n (write A with the p7’s on 
the right). The required properties and formulas can be straightforwardly 
verified on sj. Then the extension to W can be done as in Proposition 1. 
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